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Software Defined Radios - TinySDR
A simple SDR receiver using libsdr. Contribute to hmatuschek/sdr-rx development by creating an account on GitHub.
Simple MC3362 superhetrodyne SDR receiver
This receiver is more sophisticated, but I tried to keep it also simple as possible. Anyway, its really simple way to get SDR in action. Main mixer is
made using 74HC4052. YU1LM is not very satisfied about this chip, because of unstability in higher frequences. I have not tested in full HF range, but
for 7 Mhz it is fully functional.
GitHub - hmatuschek/sdr-rx: A simple SDR receiver using libsdr
The RTL-SDR is an ultra cheap software defined radio based on DVB-T TV tuners with RTL2832U chips. The RTL-SDR can be used as a wide band
radio scanner. It may interest ham radio enthusiasts, hardware hackers, tinkerers and anyone interested in RF.
Simple SDR transceiver
The small SDR hardware pictured above is an entry-level unit. When paired with free SDR software (running on a PC), it can serve as a beginner's
ham radio receiver or as a standby receiver for an amateur radio station.
Software Defined Radio
The Simple Circuits "Simple SDR Receiver" is a software designed radio receiver covering 3.5 to 18 MHz and built around a Cypress PSoC3 device. A
paper describing the design was presented at the Tucson Amateur Packet Radio annual Digital Communications Conference held in September 2010.
The paper is available on the TAPR website.
Simple Radios - Simple Circuits
LG Led TV 32LN5700 No picture :backlight Repair,change Smd Led without hot air! easy way !! - Duration: 44:24. repo apps 405,573 views
10 Popular Software Defined Radios (SDRs) of 2019
A more detailed walk through G0ETP's homebrew HF SDR receiver - Duration: 9:31. timbly5000 20,741 ... homebrew 3-tube ham radio receiver ARRL
Simple-X - Duration: 5:28. KC9KEP 97,678 views.
The Ham Radio Receiver Of Tomorrow Is Here
GQRX is a free simple to use SDR receiver which runs on Linux and Mac systems. It is similar to SDR# in terms of features and simplicity of use, but
does not have plugins. GQRX comes with a standard FFT spectrum and waterfall display and a number of common filter settings.
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A Simple SDR Receiver - TAPR
Simple SDR Receiver. 6 abril, 2012 por DobleZero. Looking for some hardware to learn about SDR? This project may be just what you need to
explore this hot topic! This article describes the design and the theory of operation of an HF radio receiver operating in the 3.5 to 18 MHz range.
rtl-sdr.com
Software-defined radio (SDR) is a radio communication system where components that have been traditionally implemented in hardware (e.g.
mixers, filters, amplifiers, modulators/demodulators, detectors, etc.) are instead implemented by means of software on a personal computer or
embedded system.
SDRplay SDRplay RSP1A Receivers Communications Receivers ...
The simple SSB software defined radio receiver is now functional! Few days ago I wrote about how to upgrade the simple double side band receiver
to single side band. The modification was supposed to be very simple and involved changing the band pass filter from using real taps to use complex
taps. The upgrade wasn’t … Continue reading "Simple SSB Receiver in GNU Radio Companion"
The BIG List of RTL-SDR Supported Software
Airspy is a line of Popular Software-Defined Radio (SDR) receivers developed to achieve High Performance and Affordable Price using innovative
combinations of DSP and RF techniques. The goal is to satisfy the most demanding telecommunications professionals and radio enthusiasts while
being a serious alternative to both cost sensitive and higher end receivers.
VK5TM Simple SDR
Circuits Inc. Simple SDR HF radio receiver operating in the 3.5 to 18 MHz range. The receiver architecture is based on software defined radio
techniques and incorporates a Cypress PSoC CY8C3866 device that contains both analog and digital circuits, thus decreasing the receiver's
component count.
Michael Hightower, KF6SJ
Due to its exceptional combination of performance and price, the RSP1 has proved to be a very popular choice as an “entry level” SDR receiver.
Since launching the RSP1, we have learned a great deal about what people are looking for in SDR receivers, and where possible, we have
incorporated these improvements and new features into the RSP1A.
Simple Circuits Inc. SIMPLE SDR RECEIVER
This is an RTL-SDR software defined radio receiver with RTL2832U ADC chip, 1PPM TCXO, SMA F connector, R820T2 tuner and aluminium case with
passive cooling. Tunes from 500 kHz to 1.7 GHz with up to 3.2 MHz (2.4 MHz stable) of instantaneous bandwidth.

A Simple Sdr Receiver
A Simple SDR Receiver Michael Hightower, KF6SJ 13620 White Rock Station Road Poway, CA 92064 858-592-0555 mike@simplecircuits.com
Abstract: This article discusses the design and operation of an HF radio receiver operating in the 3.5 to 18 MHz range. The receiver architecture is
based on software defined radio techniques and incorporates a
Airspy SDR - High Quality Software-Defined Radio
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SDR-Radio.com is a Windows solution for Software Defined Radio (SDR) receivers and transceivers. Designed for the commercial, government,
amateur radio and short-wave listener communities, this software provides a powerful interface for all SDR users.
Simple SDR Receiver - Radioaficion
Simple SDR I was given a Comet SB15 6/2/70 mobile whip and various pre-cut pieces of aluminium for a 3 element yagi (see antenna page), in
exchange for building the following project for a friend. The project is a Simple SDR (software defined radio), which was published in the WIA's
magazine "Amateur Radio", volume 79, issues 9 & 10 2011.
Software-defined radio - Wikipedia
Figure 6 — The Simple SDR receiver board will fit inside a Hammond Manufacturing model 1455B802 enclosure if a chassis-mount BNC connector is
used instead of the on-board connector. a 3 kHz corner frequency. It is important to reduce the frequencies above half of the ana-log to digital
converter sampling rate, which is called the Nyquist frequency.
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